
1. Attached is Annex A of the Top Secret study 

entitled, The Examination of the Bona Fides of a k'GB 

Defector - Yuriy I. NOSENKO dated February 1968 (copy 10). 

Copy 10 of this study had been forwarded to you earlier 

for your review.

2. Certain portions of Annex A of this study are 

deleted since it contains information which bears on the ... '■

security of ongoing, viable CIA operations, or is related > I
5 

thereto. 

< I
3. We request return of the study (copy 10) and Annex A . ■ ।

■ .-''A if
when your review has been completed. 
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Statements of Soviet Officials About. KOSENKO

I 
0 
I 
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4 February 1966 

NOSENKO defected in Geneva.

6 February 1964

The Chief of the Soviet Piaaraaaent Delegation notified 
the Soviet Ambassador in Bern shortly before noon that 
NOSENKO had disappeared, correctly placing the date as 
4 February. They speculated privately between themselves 
that he might have been ''poisoned" or injured in an auto- 
mo bile accident.

I
i

8 February 1964

An official spokesman of the Soviet Mission in Geneva 
reported to the Swiss police that KOSENKO, an "expert 
temporarily assigned to Geneva", had been missing for four 
day s.

8 2 February 1964

Evening news broadcasts in Geneva carried reports B attributed to both Soviet and Swiss sources that KOSENKO
had disappeared.

10 February 1964

H The Swiss press quoted unidentified Soviet sources
as saying it was presumed that KOSENKO had defected.s I ... ........ ....
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According to a sensitive source,

^iMBjto^as<^aagg»Ht9i»CTiiseqaBa^sa5tg^^««gesy^^ Because of his 
long tenure in the KGB, NOS1.NKO would have a great deal of 
Important information which he could Impart to intelligence 
agencies of other countries. Certainly, he would be 
acquainted with many KGB employees and could identify them. 
He also would be intimately acquainted with a large number 
of Soviet agents working Inside the USSR against American 
and British nationals.

According to a sensitive source, 

giijtf.lhe bulk of NOSENKO's knowledge concerning
KGB activities, would revolve around the Intelligence 
operations of the KGB In Moscow and also KGB personalities 
working In Headquarters. KOSENKO was also undoubtedly 
familiar with all KGB personalities in Geneva and certainly 
knew some KGB personalities in other countries.

Comment: NOSENKO identified a number of KGB officers in
Geneva; he asserted that some others, ..known 
by CIA to be connected with the KGB, were not.
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10 February 196 4 (-cost t n u e d ) 
According to a sensitive source

approximately sixteen years, since about 1947,■ end was an 
employee of the Second Chief Directorate in Moscow. His 
father, now dead, was a Deputy to the Prime Minister of the 
Soviet Union and also Minister of the Shipbuilding Industry. 
There is a shipyard named after NOSEMKO’s father In the. 
Ukraine.

Ccnment: NOSEhhU claims to have served in the GRU until 
_ 1951, when he entered the KGB.

J
According to a sensitive source.

It appeared quite certain to
; officers that NOSEKKO had the rank of lieutenant colonel in the KG3.

jl 
jl
I 
I

1

Comment.: NOSEh'KO was at the time claiming to have been 
a KGd lieutenant colonel.

Accord!ng to a sensitive source, 
S^^froi KGB officers «®EH^^a385SBSESBBraSS5^S^E0j®ffiBq

photograpLvhUh ^ppeared in U.S. newspapers la not that of 
N0SENKa0n^Se^®B&Sa8irrworked with NOSENKO for several years 
in KGB Headquarters; he described NOSENKO as a person who 
likes to be fashionably dressed at all times and is fond 
of women, by nature a friendly individual and generally 
well-liked by his fellow workers. NOSEN.KO worked in the - 
Second Chief Directorate.
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10 February 1964 (continued)

Comaent:
■ ' The photograph accompanying American 

and Swiss press accounts 
was by error not tha t of NOSENKO but’ 'of 

sensitive source-"viadimir SHUSTOV, wKom^OSiaa and NOSENKO both 
identified as a "clean" Soviet diplomat at the 
Geneva Disarmament Conference.

of NOSENKO's defection

Noting the publicity accompanying the defection of KGB 
officer NOSENKO In Switzerland, GOLITSYN recalled that 
NOSENKO had been a Second Chief Directorate officer working 
against American citizens.

■i

ri

&
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Comment: Routinely, GOLITSYN had reviewed in March 1962 
(before NOSENKO contacted CIA) a list of 
Soviet delegates to the Disarmament Conference 
NOSENKO's .name,, which was on the list, did not 
at that time prompt any comment from GOLITSYN.

3
1

11 February 1964
, J

&

Ambassador DOBRYNIN Informally notified the Department 
of State that a Soviet note would be delivered later to ask 
how NOSENKO had left Switzerland-, to request his release, 
and to demand an Immediate Interview with him.

I*?- 
LXA.- 12 February 1964

S.K. TSARAPKIN, the head of the Soviet Delegation to the 
Disarmament Conference, read a statement at a press conference' 
in which he strongly condemned the Swiss authorities for 
permitting NOSENKO's "kidnapping" and for hindering efforts 
to locate him. TSARAPKIN demanded that immediate steps be 
taken to return NOSENKO to Soviet custody-
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At sluiultaneois press conferences in Hern and Geneva, the 
Swiss rejected these accusations, of no n-c oo p e r a 11 on and noted 
the Soviet delay ft-, advtsl.j the police of NOSESKO’a disappea
rance ac.d Soviet failure to cooperate with Swiss authorities 
in locating NOSENKf).

The Soviet note earlier promised, by DOBRYNIN was delivered 
to.the State Department. A noncommittal reply was given to 
Soviet queries concerning the requested interview and the 
means of NOSESKO's departure from Switzerland.

The Swiss Embassy asked for a meeting with NOSEh'KO in 
order to obtain assurance that the defection had been 
voluntary. Arrangements were made to have NOSENKO meet with 
Swiss and Soviet representatives in Washington as soon as 
possible.

NOSENKO arrived in Washington at 21 JO hours.

12-13 February 1964

14 February 1964

'In Moscow, Soviet Foreign Minister GROMYKO read to 
Ambassador KOHLER a statement deploring the "evasive” reply 
of the State Department to Soviet inquiries in Washington 
and terming the whole event of KOSENKO’s disappearance a
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14 February 1964 (continued)

"gross p.rovocst icn by Ar.eilc.m Intelligence .irgtns".
GKOMYF.O repeated the ci'F.ar.J tor NOSF.NKO's immediate release 
f rof American custody-

Trie Counselor of the Swiss Embassy interviewed NOSENKO at 
tire Washington offices <> i the U.S. Immigration and Naturali
zation Service. The Soviet confrontation immediately after
wards was handled by Minister Counselor G.M. KORNIENKO, and 
Third Sec reta iy■ V.F. ISAKOV, a recent arrival 1n■Wash Ington . 
NOSENKO told both the t. ..• i s s and the Soviets that he had 
defected of his own free will after careful consideration 
and that he had no desire to return to the Soviet Union. In 
response to KORNIENKO's questions, he specifically renounced 
his status and rights os a Soviet citizen.

18 February 1964

Feliks KOVALEV, a Soviet diplomat in Buenos Aires, told 
a CIA agent that he had attended the Institute of Inter- 

i national Relations with NOSENKO. According to KOVALEV, 
NOSENKO had twice married, had a good family background, 
was the son of a Minister in the Government, was notorious 
for his “adventurous" nature, and "famous for his character".
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According to a sensitive source,

NOSENKO had been In the Second Chief Directorate 
for about 14 years and was acquainted with almost all of the 
employees of this directorate. He was aware of the structure 
of the KGB and Intis many personnel of the First Chief

EE^aSiasgSSgESKiBgSg NOSEN KO, as. Deputy to the Chief
of the Seventh Department, had in his possession a telephone 
directory which listed the names of aoae.10,000 KGB employees 
in Moscow. Only Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs of Departments had ,, 
these phone books. expressed the A ° cer
opinion that "NOSENKO is much more valuable to the FBI and 
CIA than was Oleg PENKOVSKIY because of the fact that he 
knows sc much about the methods of work of the First and 
Second Directorates of the KGS and is familiar with so many 
individuals in the KGB both in Moscow and abroad. a KGB officer

said that PENKOVSKIY was able to furnish American and 
British Intelligence with a lot of information concerning ■ 
defense secrets of the Soviet Union, but NOSENKO is much 
more knowledgeable la intelligence and counterintelligence 
operations of the KGB.”

Comment: NOSENKO has never commented on the KGB 
telephone book rgferrod
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According to a sensitive source, in ® response to a question

whether W'SUJKO actually defected or whether WgSa the defection night be a

KGB."trick", the source replied that fron his owir knowledge•of this natter, 

. he .was convinced that l''?SHur'O,s defection was not a "trick" by the KGB,

22 February 1962j .

According to a sensitive source from conversations with varceas ur.na.oied. KGB

officers: NOfBh’KO worked against personnel

stationed at th. t i c a n Fr.b s - y in Jb'.c-w, and with his 
help agents were devel 'ped ar.'nv. these Americans. It is

I assumed by the KGi. th.it he is familiar with the number and
/ ‘ location of m i c r o •• .■ .• n •• _> . n the Embassy.

Coaaen t : Although hOSEXKO knew that there were micro- 
phcr.< s in three Reneral locations in the 
Enbars;-, his specific in f o rrr.i r ion regarding 
the number and location of microphones was 
limited to that contained in a written list 
brought to Geneva In 1964, a list which he 
clamed no one in the KGB knew he had.

24 February 1964

Women claiming to be the wife and mother of NOSENKO 
visited the American iltnbassy tn Moscow for the first time, 
expressing disbelief that he had voluntarily betrayed his 
family and country and requesting a peisonal meeting with 
him.
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Cotrent: NOSENKO c o n f L .med their identities as hie wife 1 ■?";!

and mother on the basis of physical deacrtp- i ,;i
tfons, On only one previous occasion have -rj
members of a defector's family called on a , ■!
foreign embassy In Moscow. ' Following the 
defection of Yuriy Vasilyevich KROTKOV in j
Lngland In 1963, his wife appeared at the , -4 ’
British Fr.liassy to make inquiries about him. :

KUROCHKIN (fnu), 
a KGB bt.1 officer scheduled for assignment to Washington, 
will not be sent us he Is "well-known" to NOSENKO. In the 
course of-his duties in Moscow, KUROCHKIN had very often 
visited the department where NOSENKO worked and, as a 
result, NOSENKO is "more than casually acquainted with hits".
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February 19 6 4

Nikolay ARTAMONOV, who detected from the Soviet Navy in \ 
the late 1950's, noted the publicity accompanying NOSENKO*3 
defection. He volunteered to CIA that he attended a naval 
preparatory school vita the son of Minister NOSENKO in 
1964-1946.

Comment: ARTAMONOV’a description of the school and of 
the dates Involved differs from those.cldimdd 
by NOSENKO.

KGB officer Vladimir TULAYEV mentioned NOSENKO to a 
TULAYEV said that NOSENKO, 

whom he kne.w-we 11, came from a wonderful family, loved his 
vl.fe and children, and earned a. good salary. (TULAYEV 
later said on another occasion that.he had friends who 
knew NOSENKO well.)

M Comment: NOSENKO never Identified TULAYEV by name or
photograph. When asked, NOSENKO denied

i _  , . . .. ... knowing him.• I
B ' : 4
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4BE^B®3Ebx8E65B38Ea5§iJ?ZaSl&IIS5?($gf.i,^S15TWa8313Si^®S38SSEE-Si8fflaffi® 
^aa^sES^KggsBa^raggmiSBsaamsEaas^^^R saggfllsgssBgm»

According to a sensitive source-
', ^S®®S32X32SS£®S2®£i?3?®^i Î-5^f^ A KC3 commission 

was in the proce.! of studying ’the scale of loss" [caused 
by SOSENKO’s defection] to the USSR. The commls-slon was 
very large, formed from different departments of the KGB. 
The study (sic) was made "because It is supposed that 
NOSEi.KO had access to many rocket matters, to many nuclear 
matters, to many strategical objects of the country... many 
details about life of the leaders of the country, In the 
government... that he knew very much -bout internal relations 
between the people working In the KGB, that he had many 
close friends among- them and [spent] days and nights 
together with them. The whole history of his life was 
studied step by step very carefully."
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According to a sensitive source, 
3gjJggg®p ( f run ,t i /e rtn t lc;vi v 11 h various unnamedKGB 
leers : NCSEXKO know a many
the chiefs and ceputies of the KG’ directorates and 

department;, at KGH ii eaJ qua r t e: a in Moseev. In KGB Head
quarters there are four separate dining rootr.3 for personnel 
who work there; one. such dining room is reserved for chiefs 
and deputies of d <■ pa r t len t s . Because of this fact, NOSEHKO 
has a vast knowledge' of the hierarchy of the KGB.

IJOSEKKO never referred to the dining rooms 
until the January-March 1965 interrogations 
when he volunteered that he had eaten occasionallv 
in the "chiefs' dining room".

. TS No. 197124 
Copy —in



2 3' March 19 6 4

The two women claiming to be the wife and mother of 
NOSENKO made the last of five visits to the Embassy in 
Moscow. NOSENKO's wife had explained that she required 
some definite statement in writing from her husband so that 
she could plan for her own future and that of the NOSENKO
chiIdren.
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27 March 1964
According to a sensitive source 

f r oa various unnamed KGB officers ng A a < n
• i'here teetas to be unanimous opinion among ^gSfKGli 

culets that NOSENKO... could do the KGB a tre
mendous amount of harm. NOSENKO in his position as a de
puty chief in one of the departments of the Second Chief 
Directorate would have been entitled to have one personnel 
directory of approximately 30 pages setting for the iden
tities' of all cf the supervisory officials in KGB Head
quarters. NCSENKu would also have had a 100-page directory 
listing by name and telephone number all the rank-and-file
employees var k 1 r.g 
sone <’J3 "
were merely able

in Moscow. The opinion was expressed by
chiefs" 
to make

that if NOSENKO
these two directories available

to American Intelligence, the KGB would be severely damaged
for the present and for several years to come.

Comment : NOSENKO has never referred to the KGB direc
tories described.

31 March 1964

KGB officers 
told their agent 
ligence activity tor a year,

]nad ________  in 
to cease allintel-

to destroy any Incriminating
materials In his possession as well as to supply the Soviets
with passport photographs so that "escape" documents could 
be prepared for himself and his family. | | asked
whether the action had any connection with NOSENKO’s recent
ly publicized defection, but the KGB officers denied it, 
asserting NOSENKO "was just a secretary".

TS No. 197124
Copy JLQ-----
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3] March 19 64 (continued)

Cccrent :

h.-.d had some connection with NOSENKO, and
SOSENKO nay have kn ownsomething of what the
XG3 was- doing In__________ |

I1OSENKO described a KGB Illegal, whose name 
w a ’a u al- nown to hin, who apparently la-identical... 
to

Marc*: 19 64
According to a sensitive source who 

briefed in his office m KGB Headquarters by a Second Chief 
Directorate officer of the American Department* Personnel 
of that Department, In which KOSENKO had served until hie 
defection, were :-o shocked at the event that they would not 
mention It at all.

■ a sensitive source
» Conner:c : In thia and other conrant ■has stated 
v or Implied that NOSENKO served in the American

Department in 1963-19641 "BOSENKO asserts he 
left the American Department in January 1962 
and served in the Seventh-Department until hie 
defection.
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- Apr 1 1 -Kay 1 96■’»

KGB officer G.N. VLASOV, case officer of Robert Lee 
JOHNSON In Parin, began to meet JOHSSCX on the street rather 
than in various restaurants as had bean their habit. At one 
of their final meetings before JOHNSON returned to’ the United 
States, VLASOV told JOHNSON that a Soviet Intelligence officer 
had defected to the Americana in Geneva, and tnat extreoe 
caution must therefore be exercised la JOHNSON’S contacts 
with the KGB. VLASOV said that the defector■could not identify 
JOHNSON but that JOil NSON should dispose of everything he had 
which night link him t <■ Soviet espionage activities. (See 
p 2Afur a summary of the JOHNSON case.)

e®

rr. >,a safe aarfiiult- v« rtt.Mwy w.n. uuag. k u at-.iiUK.w..

V:

May 1964; According to a sensitive source
1 (from unidentified sources, presumably from KGB 

) : Two commissions have 
been, established by the CPSV for the purposes: (a) to 

Jdetermlne why KGB employees auch as DERYABIN, GOLITSYN,’
■; V and KOSENKO defected while serving abroad, and (b) to attempt- 

eliminate the "weak" employees and improve the efficiency 
the KGB.

to
.•:’? of
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2 0 Mav )90j4 
According to a sens itive source from a KGB officer

V 
The KGB waa lucky that the Americano found only

40 ulcrcphones in the U.S. Embassy in Moseev. Actually, 
about 2G0 microphones were concealed by the Soviets in the 
Embassy. hOSENKO was respcr.sibla for furnishing information 
to the Americans which resulted in the microphones being 
found. .‘.'OSEKKf> knew only the general location of the 40 
microphones which were found and does not neve any knowledge 
of the r tB?.iulng ones .

&
•’■-.tcfey

1 2 June I 9 6 4-

H. THOMPSON reported at the American 
that an unnamed Soviet official with whom 
told hin that NOSENKO was a profligate

Professor John 
Embassy in Moscow 
he was acquainted 
with two wives and many debts and Is considered in Moscow* 
to be someone they are well rid 0

22 June 1964 V
According to a sensitive source ’ •..  ।

”~^(fro3 various unnamed KGB offtcers49&£a2££s££iSS@>
Ihe consensus among^KGB employees taaam
in the future' the KGB will be feeling sharply the 
of NOSENKO's escape to American Intelligence.

(

is that 
ef fects 
NOSENKO is considered to be vastly more important than either 
GOLITSYN or DERYABIN. This opinion appears to be based on 
several factors: First, NOSENKO worked against personnel 
stationed at the American Embassy in Moscow and' with his help 
egents were developed among these Americans. Second, it is . 
assumed by kgb personnel that because of his closeness to

381
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22 June 19 6 4 (continued)

the American F/bassy in the past, NOSENKO would also be 
familiar with the nur.ber of microphones which had been 
installed in the Embassy by the KGB and the locations of 
these microphones. Third, ns a Deputy Chief of a depart
ment, NOSENKO would normally have had access to a telephone 
directory listing all personnel in all directorates of the 
KGB in Moscow. Another factor, which is a formidable one 
in the minds of other KGB employees, la that NOSENKO 
tr-.'.velled in a rather Influential circle of friends in 
Moscow who were high in the Soviet Government. All these 
comments were cited a*; reasons for KOSENKO being an 
"important catch" for American Intelligence, but no one in 
the KGB really knows exactly how much information NOSENKO 
had concerning the KGB.

29 June 19 6 4

. * GOLITSYN (from personal acquaintance): NOSENKO, the son 
of the former Minister of Shipbuilding, was a KGB officer 
who had worked in the American Department and the Seventh 
Department of the Second Chief Directorate. GOLITSYN, while 
on his own First Chief Directorate business, met NOSENKO two ; 
or three times in the American Embassy Section in 1953, 
and had seen him occasionally at work during 1958 and 1959. 
When GOLITSYN asked him where he was working in 1959, NOSENKO 
replied that he was assigned to the Seventh Department.- 
NOSENKO served in the American Embassy Section from 1953 
until 1957 or 1958, and was specifically responsible for 
KGB coverage of American military personnel in Moscow during 
1953. For the. remainder.of his service in the Embassy Section 
until 1957 or 1958, NOSENKO may have had the same responsi
bilities or nay have been working against other Embassy 
personnel or correspondents, but he was definitely in the 
American Department during the entire period. In 1957 or 
1958 NOSENKO was transferred to the Seventh^Department, and 
was a senior case officer there as of 1959. NOSENKO did not 
work in the American Department of the Second Chief Directorate 
American Department at any time during.1960; GOLITSYN visited 
the Embassy Section on at least, three occasions from'early 
1960 to early 1961, and would have known if NOSENKO had been 
in the Section, particularly if NOSENKO had been Deputy Chief. 
C.I. GRYAZNOV was acting as assistant of the Chief of the 
Section during this period. ;

Top Secret
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29 June 1 9 r. 't (co nt inued)

Comment NOSENKO claims he left the Embassy Section in 
•1955 and was assigned to the Seventh Department 
until I960, when he returned to the Embassy 
Section as Deputy Chief. NOSENKO did not 
identify COLITSYN's photograph and had denied 
since defection that he has ever net craven 
seen him.

.4

According to a sensitive source

I

1
4

t
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EesB®SSH5E3si;ras®SB£®teS5¥Si33S03SEJEHS5®Oi^sm!S^?®! "Just after" NOSENKO*a
defection 7.S. MEDVEDEV from the Exits Commission of the 
CPSU Central Committee travelled to Geneva to speak to the 
Soviets stationed there and to Soviet delegates to the Disarm
ament Conference. MEDVEDEV underscored the seriousness of 
the defection and urged greater vigilance against such acts.
The defection caused the recall of Nina Ivanovna VEREMEYEVA,
a KGB secretary in Geneva. It was rumored that' some.sixty 
Soviet officials stationed abroad would be transferred from 
their assignment as a consequence of the NOSENKO' affair. 
V.A. POCHANKIN, a KGB officer with the permanent Soviet 
Mission in Geneva, speculated that he had been completely 
exposed by NOSENKO and would therefore have to return to 
Moscow. Yu. I . GUK who was knowt^^WgSSBBffi^k tc^»l§EiEEE8S231^our 
had been discharged from the KGb' because he had- recommended 
NOSENKO's travel to Geneva. -According to one rumor, the 
chief of the Department in which'NOSENKO had been employed, 
would also lose his job. ' .

by .a sensitive source

Comment: MEDVEDEV, a KGB officer formerly/stationed in 
........... , New York City, was eaid by eeEbMfe to be' one 

of those from the CPSU Central Committee who , ■ 
conducted interviews with KGB personnel'1 * * *'going 
abroad. identified MEDVEDEV, v

Another sensitive source - • :
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June 1964 (continued)

Corouen t; (Continued).
a Counselor of the Soviet Mission at the 

United Nations, as the Cotnuniot Party organizer 
and possibly a member of the KGB, but said that 
MEDVEDEV's role is not important and that ho 
worked mainly with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

POCUANKIN, who NOSENKO had identified as e ’ 
KG'J officer, was still in Geneva in December 1966.

29 July 1964 
According to a sensitive source, pSTTl

(from unnaroed sources, presumably KGB officers dsaaaa
: An investigating commission of the 

CPEU Central Committee checking into the circumstances 
surrounding NOSINKO's defection has thus far been responsible 
for the expulsion from the KGB of 15 Second Chief Directorate 
employees. These include GRIBANOV, who was also expelled 
from the CPSU and was stripped of his rank of lieutenant 
gener.el. GRIBANOV lias been: given a very- small pension, like 
an ordinary Soviet citizen. This drastic action was taken 
since the primary responsibility for the defection was placed 
on GRIBANOV. It was realized that, in addition to being Chief 
of the Second. Chief Directorate at the time of the defection,
GRIBANOV was a personal friend of NOSENKO and had more or ■ 
less treated NOSENKO as a protege and had taken many steps 
to further NOSENKO's career within the KGB. It was felt
that GRIBANOV should have been aware of NOSENKO's plans to 
defect. Three of GRIBANOV's deputies were also expelled 
from the KGB, one of whom was a Major General BANNIK 
(BANNIKOV). Of the 11 other Second Chief Directorate employees 
expelled, some were found to have been personal friends of' 
NOSENKO and some of them were found to have -confided to NOSENKO 
details of operations in which they were working. S.M. GOLUBEV, 
a KGB officer stationed in Washington, would be leaving for 
Moscow because the investigating commission had determined 
that Yu. I. CUK, a mutual friend of NOSENKO and GOLUBEV told 
NOSENKO that GOLUBEV had been assigned to the Washington Legal 
Residency. GOLUBEV had himself worked with NOSENKO in KGB
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29 ii 1 v 1 9 6 4 (continued)

Headquarters sometime in the past, but subsequently NOSENKO, 
and GOI.UBLV were Riven different assignments within the KGB 
and thereafter did not associate with one another in the । 
course of their daily activit.es. •

‘

I

NOSENKO retracted in 1965 his earlier claims 
that GRIBANOV had been instrumental in his 
advancement and assignments. NOSENKO Identi- j 
fled by name and photograph GOLUBEV, whom he 
Lad known personally since 1959 , but NOSENKO ! 
said he had never worked with him at KGB Head-; 
quarters sInce -GOLUBEV had. always .been in the 
First Chief Directorate. GOLUBEV left for the 
USSR on 28 August 1964.

t. According
1964 
to a sensitive source:

.1

The first 
infur ration about
NOSENKO was <feMhEMSS» fromKGB Headquarters which reported ' 
the conclusions of the commission which had been appointed 
to prepare the damage report on NOSENKO's defection. The j 
letter, which was very brief, said that "the loss was very 
great and some new forma of work should.be created to be- 
efficient in the future". The Legal Residency had .not ’ 
before received any "reports or commentaries on NOSENKO's 
escape'.'. ’ •„ ;
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November 1964

Asked while visiting the United States if the Russian 
people had been told of the ABEL-POWERS exchange, Soviet 
mathematician R.V. CAMKRELIDZE replied to an American 
acquaintance that they had not been told officially but 
they knew about it since there was "quite a grapevine" in 
Moscow. It was in this way,.GAMKRELIDZE statedy that he 
learned of the KOSENKO defection and of its significance. 
According to the "grapevine", the defection was very 
damaging to Soviet Intelligence in that NOSENKO was the. 
Chief of the American Section, and he knew the identities 
of all Soviet agents in the United States.
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of having connections 
because of his 
unusual freedom of
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November 1964 (continued)

GAMKRE J.IDZE i.s suspected 
with Soviet Intelligence 
statements, actions,and 
solitary movement while on visits to the United 
States. GAMK.RELIDZE rebuffed a CIA recruitment 
attempt in 1964, but added that he "welcomed 
the opportunity to meet with an American 
Intelligence officer...to conpare the Soviet 
Intelligence officers he had met with their 
American counterpart^1. Daring that 1964 
meeting GAMKRELIDZE again raised the subject 
of KOSENKO, describing him as "obviously a 
traitor to his country".

December 1964

Nikolay RESHETNYAK, NOS ENKO ’ s/r oor.ma t e in Geneva at the 1 
time of Ills defection, told that he had been j
interrogated by the KGB In connection with NOSENKO's defection 
and that he had later attended the Moscow trial in which 
KOSENKO was sentenced to death in absentia. RESHETNYAK 1 

the dismissal of large numbers of j 
KGB officers, including GRIBANOV and GUK. From what j .
RESHETNYAK said. thought the KGB might go so far 1

source ;

source*" reported to^i
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December 1964 (continued)

Comme n t: NOSENKO Identified RESHETNYAK as a Ukrainian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs officer on the 
staff of the Disarmament Delegation.

as to send someone to the United States to locate and kill 
NOSENKO. 
officer.)

later identified RESHETNYAK as a KGB
ource . , ’ . '

According to a sensitive source 
< from conversations with unrecalled KGE officers 

; It is common knowledge among 
l.ub employees that GRIBANOV was expelled from the KGB and 
CPSU and is now on pension, partial rather than full, as a 
result of the NOSENKO defection. When NOSENKO was being 
considered for assignment to Geneva (in 1964), a Summary 
statement of his activities was prepared, in the Second Chief 
Directorate and sent to GRIBANOV. This summary contained 
considerable "compromis ing informa-t lpn”, concerning NOSENKO; 
if acted upon properly, it would have removed him from 
consideration for this trip. GRIBANOV read’“the summary ■ 
material, ran a line through all of it, and. added the nota
tion: "Send him to Geneva.” The general feeling is that 
GRIBANOV was willing to overlook a lot of NOSENKO'a 
deficiencies because of GRlBANQV's long-time friendship 
with NOSENKO's father.

.1

® •

i Comment: NOSENKO originally asserted that GRIBANOV 
was responsible for sending him to Geneva in . 
1964, but after retracting' his claim that 
GRIBANOV had played any';special role in his 
assignments,. ha asserted that BANNIKOV, approved 
the 1964 trip. NOSENKO denies that hie father 
and GRIBANOV were acquainted. J
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According to a sensitive

Top Secret

source from a KGB officer

Prior to KOSENKO's< 
defection he was deputy to the Chief of a department in the 
Second Chief Directorate. While working in the Seventh 
(Surveillance) Directorate in Moscow. on three the
separate occasions participated in conferences between 
"important people" of the Second Chief Directorate and the 
Seventh Directorate. NOSESKO was present at all of these. 
Although 0 S E K) was a Deputy Chief he held only the ran k 
of captain in the KGB. daWSgfiSgS'' attributed this (the the 
disparity between job and rank) to the influence which 
GRIBANOV exerted or. the behalf of NOSE'lKu.

the KGB officer
NOSF.5KO has never identified NOSF.SKO
always claimed that he had been a lieutenant 
colonel in the KGB until October 1966, when he 
retracted that claim and asserted that he had 
been only a captain.

According

the KGB, expelled from the .CPSU, and is presently living on 
a small pension. His dismissal occurred immediately after 
NOSENKO’s defection. In addition, not less than 50 other 
people were dismissed, many of whom were close friends of 
GRIBANOV. Most of these were from the First and Second 
Chief Directorates, with the majority from the Second Chief 
Directorate. The present Acting Chief of the Second Chief 
Directorate is a Major General BANNIK, whose appointment 
has not yet been approved by the Central Committee of the 
CPSU. One of his deputies is a Major General (F.A.) 
SHCHERBAK.
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8 February 1965 (continued)

-d
•3 '

•i

I GRIBANOV was reported in operational contact 
with a senior Western diplomat until late 
autumn 19€4 (almost a year after N 3SENKO's 
defection', when he turned over that contact 
to another KGB officer.

9 February . 1 9 (■■ ‘j
According to a sensitive source from a KGB officer

igahw
; The amount of damage caused 

by NOb.dNrO's defection is "unpredictable". NOSENKO knew 
few employees of the first Chief Directorate working abroad, 
but knew many such employees serving in KGB Headquarters by 
virtue cf seeing them in the dining room which is reserved 
for chiefs and deputy chiefs of KGB departoents.

;i
•y
■is

<3
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to a sensitive source 
on conversations
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• Major General BANNIKOV is currently 
temporary Chief of the Second Chief Directorate, having 
replaced GRIBANOV who was expelled from the KGB because he 
supported NOSENKO In his career. GRIBANOV is working In a 
small city outside Moscow as the chief of security at an 
unimportant military plant and Is now a "nothing".
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‘ 11 July 1965
AccorHTng to a sensitive source frozi a KGB officer

Top Secret

a sen- 
itive 
ource

who attended the Moscow meeting described): A meeting 
of all First Chief Directorate personnel at KGB Headquarters 
vas held on 15 July 1965. The meeting was devoted to ihe 
circumstances of the expulsion of.the Chief of the Second 
(British) Department of the First Chief Directorate, Ye. A. 
TARABRIN, about three and a half months earlier. I.A. BELOV 
and other officers also attended the meeting. According to 
official statements made at thf meeting, after the defection 
of NOSENKO the KGB conducted an extensive investigation to 
determine which employees knew him and the nature of their 
relationship. During this TARABRIN was questioned; he said 
he knew NOSENKO, but only casually and only because of limited 

s within the KGB. The • inves11ga11on determined, how- 
hat TARABRIN attended several parties at which NOSENKO 
sent. Girls invited by NOSEaKO were also there, 
described one such party. Thereafter, TARABRIN was 

afforded a hearing and was accessed of willfully concealing 
ticn. As a result he vas expelled from the KGB 
and was deprived of all pension rights.

ever

iSConmen t:

J

'^'*S '►StrEa^ a

and the C?Sl'

TS No. 197124

as

wjemwu. uwewu lu * .m >*,

NOSENKO had Dost recently asserted that he net 
GRIBANOV socially only three times during his 
KGB service, and on each occasion TARABRIN vas 
present. NOSENKO said he twice provided girls 
for GRIBANOV and TARABRIN, once In October or 
November 1963 in clrcuaatances similar to those 
referred to. NOSENKO said that TARABRIN was 
Chief of the British Department from 1958 to 
1963, when he became Deputy Chief of "Service 
No. 2", the reorganized Counter intelligence 
Department of the First Chief Directorate.

1 yfeuumHiu
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Sumner 1965 According to a sensitive source

lOSENKO's selection, many 
i from th* and

e i.'.i . ‘.r.tse -.:. ■. i u 3 e: i. Zl Caairian SEr.1V, and Secor.: 
Chief Directorate Chief GRIBANOV had been expelled from the 
Party anc from the KGh, GRIBANOV had been especially 
friendly with KOSENKO, had given him many privileges, and 
they were "buddies and night buddies".

K'l

Comment: SEMICHASTh’YY, not SEROV, was KGB Chairman in 
1965. SEROV became head of the GRU in 1958.

Winter 1965-1966
Source, a

self-professed former KGB Second 
Chief Directorate agent (from KGB officer V.G. SVIRIN, a 
colleague of her husband at the State Cceaittee for Science 
and Technology (GKKNR) in 1960-1962. ^Source
that SVIRIN was later head of a KGB unit conducting operations 
against the American Embassy in Moscow):

NOSENKO's father was a Minister or General and his mother 
was Jewish and "always involved in some blackmarketeering". 
1WSENKO was not a KGB officer but a "civilian" connected 
somehow with the KGB. When KOSENKO defected, everyone said 
he was detestable. NoSENKO told the Americans about the 
microphones and things (sic) in the Embassy.
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Winter 1965-1966 (continued)

Source’s
<wgs:W;

!|-fi-

■ -,4WO

tvf-Ki 
io

'-sa a ':a
allegation is the single report 
describing NOSENKO as other than

al

a KGB

March 196 6
Acco~rd frig to a sensitive source,
afffridaSfc (from unidentified sources in Moscow): NOSENKO

bos.s ■ in . t-hc KGB .-.Wh err NOSENKO was a young man, he was in 
the GRU Milliary Academy and was then sent to the GRU i
Information Department for a short time; in all, perhaps '
for a year. NOSENKO had been a very undisciplined person 1
while i.n the GRU and "not very good". He wan to have been '
discharged from the GRU; however, his father, who was a very 
influential person in the Ministry of Shipbuilding, was' 
able to get KOSENKO tran®»;rred to the KGB. It was the opinion^ 

Source of persons to whoiT7®&SE838> talked that NOSENKO had elven

’M><S

very, very, good information to the U.S. after his defection 
and that NOSENKO had had great access to KGB information 
which included all means of KGB coverage of people in 
Moscow, microphone systems in the embassies, etc. Based on 
NOSENKO's information the American Embassy found many of the ... 
microphones.
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XO.'iHM-.O has claimed that hwejected an offer 
to attend t.ite Military D1 p 16malic Acadett.
(which he,, like tg|§£ggffggj^ cVlled the GRU -Source 
Military Academy), by choice accepting assign
ment ro. the Far East on entry to the GRU in 
1951. ' A t',...t h •> time, the Military Diplomatic

' Acadeay was a four-year course; If KOSENKO 
did attend,, the school, he could not heve_____
set ve ! .in-'jhe claimed in, the GRU. is Source
the sole, ^source (besides NOSENKO) who alleged 
NOSENKO.served In the GRU.
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Mid-1966

Yuriy Dmitriyevich KOROLEV, a Soviet journalist, visited 
Paris and spokevith representatives of the French magazine 
Paris Match. KOROLEV Indicated that he would like to serve 
as a stringer for the French journal and proposed that he 
begin with a atory on the life ofthe family of a "Soviet 
secret agent”. As KOROLEV spoke only broken French and 
English, the magazine staff did not seriously pursue the 
matter at that time.

Comment; KOROLEV is believed identical with Yuriy KOBOLEV 
who, as of 1964, was employed part-time for 
the United Press International Moscow corres
pondent, Henry SHAPIRO, whom both NOSENKO and 
GOLITSYN have Identified as an agent of the KGB 
Second Chief Directorate. KOROLEV has travelled 
previously to Brussels as a correspondent for 
the Soviet publication Sputnik, end to Japan 
and the United States as a correspondent for 
Novos ti, the Soviet news Agency. The offer.by 
an official Soviet press representative of 
information on a "Soviet secret agent", which 
turned out to refer to NOSENKO, is without 
precedent.

October 1966

Soviet journalist Yu. D. KOROLEV returned to Paris with 
an interpreter to renew his offer to Paris Match editors to . . 
provide a story on the life of the family of a "Soviet secret 
agent". The story was to concern NOSENKO's family and their

•
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October (cont inued)

Top Secret

life in Mu!,c(>w since NOSENKO's defection. A short background 
statement KOllOLEV provided Paris Ma t ch editors stated: ,1
"NOSENKO, about 30-35, an officer of the Soviet Secret Police 
organ 1 zat i .hi , defected to the USA without his family about ‘ 
two years *<»'.<' and ashed for political asylum in the U.S.: 
it was granted to him. This was the most serious defeat of 1 

rity organs as NOSENKO occupied important 
pionage and counterespionage departments and 

-lonely acquainted with the country's leading 
tnd hones. - NOSENKO's "family consists of a wife, j 

a mother and a younger brother, 
not prosecuted (sic) but feel very badly about) 

Very soon the wife will apply 
for a d ivorce and 

It is possible that this case will be given 
liis wife has not heard from him since he

. positions in 
also v as 
families 
35, two 
The family lu 
the incident [the defection], 
to the Intern.itlonal Lawyers Organization 
compensation. It ;s possible that this 
norh pub 1i c f t y.
defected, but It is obvious that he is still in the USA." 
KOROLEV displayed a photo spread showing NOSENKO's wife and 
family going about their daily affairs in Moscow, and 
indicated that additional photographs of NOSENKO's family 
could be obtained and that interviews with them and with 
others knowing NOSENKO could be arranged for a Paris Match 
correspondent .

- NOSENKO'3 "family co
10 and 12

Comment: A divorce from a defector from the Soviet Union, 
who is legally considered to be an enemy of the^ 
ntate, is granted automatically upon the wife's; 
request.

26 January 1 o<> 7
According to a sensitive source 

(from personal knowledge) 
knowledge of KGB organization, .
his explanation, he would call/<^>;^ 

.. knew these matters better than 
at KGB Headquarters longer.

ource

Referring to his ovn[ 
said if NOSENKO heard 
a child, since NOSENKO 
because he had'served
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Feb rua.ry 1967
According to a sensitive source

(from unidentified GRU sources in Moscow): 
NOSENKO worked only in kV Infotmation Department of the GRU 
arid only for about five or six months, after which he went 
to the KCB‘.

fi':

May 1967
According to a sensitive source

t he vhole 
knew 

lie knew
(few words unclear) he knew all 

the surveillance groups and knew surveillance by sight.
___ According to a sensitive source _____________ 

: «h“n
NOSENKO worked in the GRU Information Department he worked 
only the Center (Headquarter j) in Moscow. He worked badly 
there, and received bad efficiency reports, as a 
which be had arguments 
to the KGB.

__ The KCB assumes Lhat NOSENKO divulg 
system of surveillance of Americans. He worked on it 
all about it and exposed the whole system of work 
oil the posts

result of 
Then with his father's help he went

5 June 1967
' According to a sensitive source

: There had been some
-KGB suspicions of Pa ve1 Fed orovIchSHAKH 0 V while he was in 
- Geneva 
* which he had no 

. investigate 
SHAKHOV.

MS

because he had allegedly had many American contacts 
reported, and NOSENKO was sent' to Geneva .to 

him. Rezldont KULEBYAKIN is Still suspicious of

1

Comment; NOSENKO claims he was sent to Geneva in 1962 
to investigate SHAKHOV.
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